We make a change of field variables in the J formulation of self-dual Yang-Mills theory. The field equations for the resulting algebra valued field are derivable from a simple cubic action. The cubic interaction vertex is different from that considered previously from the N=2 string, however, perturbation theory with this action shows that the only non-vanishing connected scattering amplitude is for three external particles just as for the string.
Introduction
Over the years self-dual Yang-Mills (SDYM) theory has received a great deal of attention. The majority of this attention has focused on finding and classifying exact solutions of the classical equations of motion, or using the self-dual solutions to find quantum properties of the Yang-Mills action. For this kind of work there is no need to derive the self-duality equations themselves from an action. However, as realised by Ooguri and Vafa [1] , SDYM and self-dual gravity (SDG) in 2+2 dimensions are the effective field theory of the N=2 string. Consistency of the string theory implies that these self-dual systems have the remarkable property that (at least at tree level [1] and one-loop [2] ) on-shell connected scattering amplitudes vanish for four or more legs. If we wish to do perturbation theory of SDYM then this gives a big incentive to derive the self-duality equations themselves from an action.
For SDG the equation of motion is the Plebanski equation which follows from a simple cubic action. However, for SDYM the situation is not so straightforward.
Using the J formulation combined with an particular parametrisation of the gauge group it is possible to write an action for SDYM [3] [4] [5] , and indeed this action has a correctly vanishing four point amplitude [6] . Alternatively it is possible to [8] avoid the group parametrisation and obtained an action for the J formulation by adding an extra dimension and using a generalisation of the Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten (WZNW) theory [7, 8] . The resulting action is non-polynomial and whilst not an intrinsic problem this does rather contrast with with the polynomial SDG, and is a strange reversal from the usual properties of gravity and Yang-Mills actions.
Actions based on a very different approach were given in refs. [9, 10] ; harmonic space techniques were used in order to retain the Lorentz covariance that is lost in the J formulation. However, in [10] they find that the theory exhibits no scattering whatsoever, and so does not correspond to the N=2 string or the J formulation which do at least have non-trivial three particle scattering.
In this paper we will show that there is a "Bäcklund" transformation from the J-field of SDYM to a an algebra valued field, Φ. The main advantage is that the Φ equation of motion follows from a simple cubic action. We explore tree level perturbation theory based on this action and show that ≥4 leg amplitudes vanish exactly as for the N=2 string. However the cubic vertex is not the same as that from the open N=2 string. We then consider Lorentz transformations and so illuminate the origin of our action; it can be considered as arising from the J-formulation in an infinite momentum frame. Similar methods allow us to find generalisations of the Plebanski action. We have explicitly checked the vanishing of the 4,5 and 6 leg amplitudes for all the cubic actions and so can be confident they have the properties of the N=2 string. Mostly we work in flat space and only briefly consider the generalisation to non-trivial spaces.
The cubic action
Initially we work with analytic fields over complexified 2+2 space-time with a complex gauge group G C and Lie algebra g C . Coordinates are denoted by x α = (x µ , xμ) where x µ = (y, z) and xμ = (ȳ,z) are independent (not complex conjugates). We take ǫ yz = ǫ zy = ǫzȳ = ǫȳz = 1 and ǫ yzȳz = ǫ yz ǫȳz (note a change of sign with respect to ref. [6] ). We also take the metric to be given by ds 2 = g αβ dx α dx β = 2g µμ dx µ dxμ = and define g = det(g µμ ). Taking a torsion free connection, and coupling constant e, the Yang-Mills field strength is F αβ = [∂ α + eA α , ∂ β + eA β ] and satisfies the self-duality condition
if and only if
We now restrict to trivial topology and a flat metric given by η µμ dx µ dxμ = dy dȳ − dz dz. Then, (2) implies that there exist D ∈ G C andD ∈ G C such that eA µ = D −1 ∂ µ D and eAμ =D −1 ∂μD. Defining J = DD −1 reduces the duality conditions to the following well known field equation for J
At this point we are motivated by the similarity to the chiral model in 1+1 spacetime and its reformulation as discussed for example in ref. [11] . Defining B µ by
we see that given a solution of (3) then, generically, there exists some Φ ∈ g C such that
This automatically solves (3). Finally (4) implies [∂ y + eB y , ∂ z + eB z ] = 0 which yields the following field equation for Φ
This equation appeared in ref. [12] as part of more general study of Bäcklund transformations in SDYM. For us the point of this construction is that (6) is the Euler-Lagrange equation of the following action
where
In the above we have used the J formulation only in order to exhibit the gauge independence of the construction. A more direct route is to make the Yang-Mills gauge choice Aμ = 0 in which case B µ = A µ and then (5) follows as the general solution of η µμ F µμ = 0. Finally F yz = 0 gives (6) as the field equation for Φ.
Conversely, given a field Φ then we use (5) to define fields B µ which automatically satisfy the "conservation law"
The field equation for Φ then implies we can find a J ∈ G C such that (4) holds true, and so we recover (3). In particular, A µ = B µ with Aμ = 0 gives a self-dual
Yang-Mills field strength.
We have seen that (5) maps solutions of (3) to solutions of (6) and vice versa.
It is also a Bäcklund transformation between two fields in the sense that consistency of the transformation implies that both fields must satisfy their equations of motion. Thus, we only have shown equivalence of the on-shell theories; however the viewpoint in this paper shall be to investigate (7) for both on and off-shell fields.
In order to have four real dimensions and a real gauge group we must impose some reality conditions. The standard choice is to take (x µ ) * = xμ, (A µ ) † = −Aμ and J † = J, but in this case the Bäcklund transformation is generally not compatible with a simple reality condition on Φ. It is much simpler to implement the reality condition by (x α ) * = x α and A α † = −A α . In this case J ∈ G R and Φ † = −Φ ∈ g R . Notice that if we want a real gauge group then we are forced to take a 2+2 space-time; this method cannot treat SU(2) instantons in Euclidean space.
Perturbation theory
A striking property of the N=2 string and so of these self-dual systems is that in tree level perturbation theory the on shell connected Feynman diagrams sum to zero for four or more external legs. For consistency it should be that the perturbation theory based on (7) should have the same property.
It is very convenient to define
From the action (7) we have the usual propagator
We emphasise that the three leg on-shell ampliude is not identically zero and so we do not have the same theory as in ref. [10] . or comparison the N=2 string gives a vertex proportional to c 12 instead ofā 12 . We can generate many identities by taking the trivial identity
and contracting the free space-time indices with various tensors. For example, we
which leads to
This can easily be used to show the vanishing of the on-shell tree-level four leg amplitude without the need for a four leg vertex. The corresponding "cc/s" identities have extra terms which signify the need for a four leg vertex, as in perturbation theory based directly on the J formulation.
Above 4 legs I found it much better not to try to derive more identities but simply to apply the much more inelegant brute-force (and ideal for computer algebra) technique of solving for the components of momenta so as to put all external legs on shell. In this way I have been able to verify that the action (7) leads to vanishing of the on-shell tree-level 5 and 6 leg diagrams. It is important to go to at least 6 legs because only then do we fully probe the off-shell structure of the vertex because with 4 and 5 external legs all diagrams are such that at least one leg of every vertex is on shell. For the same reason I expect that if the 4,5, and 6 leg amplitudes vanish then we can be confident that all tree-level amplitudes with more legs will also vanish.
At one loop loop it is easy to see that the tadpole and propagator corrections vanish both on-and off-shell. The three point amplitude is propartio9nal toā 12 3 and is both UV and IR divergent. Thus, as expected the theory is not renormalisable. In the string version the UV divergence is removed by the modular invariance leaving just IR divergences (as pointed out in [1, 2] ) and it is interesting to speculate that some kind of "soft-photon" sum could remove all these as well.
Reduction to two dimensions
Having seen that the action (7) has the expected properties in tree level perturbation theory it is natural to further explore its properties by looking at two dimensional version.
Suppose we trivially reduce by forcing fields to depend only on η i = k µi x µ + kμ i xμ with i=1,2 and k 11 = k 22 = 0. Then the the J equation (3) becomes
which is simply the equation of motion of the principal chiral model with a WessZumino term proportional to c 12 . It becomes a WZNW theory at k 12 = 0 or
The Bäcklund transformation (4),(5) reduces to
The two matrices involved are both non-singular only if a 12ā12 = 0 and from the identity a 12ā12 = k 11 k 22 − k 12 k 21 we see this needs k 12 k 21 = 0. Thus, the transformation fails precisely in the case in which the model is a WZNW model.
However, away from this singular point we can proceed to do the transformation.
In this case (6) reduces to
coming from the reduced action
This provides an action for the the chiral model with Wess-Zumino term in 1+1
dimensions that does not require any explicit parametrisation of the group nor an extension into 3 dimensions. The action differs from the one without Wess-Zumino term only in a rescaling of the coupling constant. It may also be a disadvantage that the transition to algebra rather than group valued fields loses a lot of the group structure. The transition itself is only a local construction. Despite this it would be interesting to look at the 1+1 dimensional quantum theory based on (17).
Alternatively we can solve (14) by writing
and the identical construction leads to the action
Ignoring the fact that (18) is singular than the theory is clearly classically trival at the WZNW case.
Lorentz symmetry
Our starting point was the self-duality equation, (1), which posseses a manifest SO(2,2) Lorentz symmetry. However, both the J formulation and the formulation given above obscure this symmetry by "solving" (1) in a non-covariant fashion. In particular, we chose a symplectic structure when we made a split into x µ and xμ and did not treat them equally. The remaining manifest space-time symmetry of (19) with real coordinates is a meagre SL(2,R) (in comparison, the J formulation in a C 1,1 space has the more inviting U(1,1) symmetry). Despite this noncovariance it is still instructive to consider the effects of an SO(2,2) Lorentz transformation on (19) and so vary the symplectic structure within SO(2,2)/SL(2,R). We consider
where f i andf i are constant parameters subject to the restriction (f 1f1 +f 2f2 ) = 1 in order that η µμ ∂ µ ∂μ is invariant.
Under such a transformation the action (19) is not invariant but becomes
and the momentum part of the corresponding three point vertex isf 2 1ā 12 +f 1f2 c 12 + f 2 2 a 12 Again, explicit calculations show that the tree-level 4,5 and 6 point scattering amplitudes vanish. This is not surprising since we have only simply done a global space-time boost.
It is also possible to use this procedure to generate "new" actions for self-dual gravity which have the same properties for the scattering amplitudes. Consider the generalised Plebanski action S = d 4 xL with
The usual Plebanski equation corresponds to the case where only e aā is non-zero.
This gives rise to a three point vertex proportional to e aa a 
and by explicit calculation I find that the on-shell 4 and 5 point scattering amplitudes vanish if e aa eāā − e ca e cā + e aā e cc + e cc 2 ≡ 0 (e cā 2 − 4e cc eāā)(2e aā eāā − e cā 2 − (e cā 2 − 4e cc eāā)) 2 − (4eāā 2 e ca − 2e aā eāāe cā + 2e cā (e cā 2 − 4e cc eāā))
I write the conditions in this form because in this way they are most convenient for the computer calgebra calculations. I found it best to solve the first condition for e aa and then to introduceẽ cā by setting e cc = (e cā 2 −ẽ 2 cā )/(4eāā) and solving the second condition for e ca . In this fashion I have managed to do the 6 point function with random numeric values for the on-shell incoming momenta and find the graphs always sum to zero. So with the conditions (24) the tree-level 6 particle amplitude also vanishes on-shell. Hence the interaction term of (19) is naturally generated from the J formulation.
Furthermore, suppose we go to an "infinite momentum frame" by taking f 2 → ∞, but simultaneously taking e J → 0 in such a way that e J f 2 2 = e remains finite (and small). Then in this limit the e J c 12 cubic vertex vertex disappears. The J formulation also has vertices with more legs but these necessarily come with higher powers of e J and so also vanish in the above limit. The only remaining vertex is the eā 12 vertex that one would get from (19). Thus we can interpret (19) as arising from the J formulation in an "infinite momentum frame", and in the process we have reduced a non-polynomial action to a cubic action.
Bye the same process we can convert the usual action for the Plebanski equation (which is (22) with only e aā non-zero) to an action in which only eāā is nonzero.
Such an action solves (24) and so has vanishing scattering amplitudes for 4 or more legs.
Finally, consider a boost of the cubic action (19) with the parameters f 1f1 = 1, This means that if we have a solution to (6) at coupling e then we can generate another solution but at coupling ef 2 1 by means of such a Lorentz boost. However, if we now restrict our attention only to Lorentz and gauge invariant features of the theory, one might expect that we can than undo the Lorentz boost without changing the coupling. Thus Lorentz invariant sacattering features seem to be the same for all couplings, and so the same as in the linearised theory. Matching the often repeated statement that there is no scattering on SDYM [13] . Clearly there is scattering, but possibly not of any Lorentz invariant quantity. Indeed "correcting" the loss of manifest Lorentz invariance by use of harmonic space techniques also ended up with vanishing scattering amplitudes [10] .
The N=2 string vertex is definitely not Lorentz invariant; it could well be that any attempt to enforce such Lorentz symmetry is doomed to bring along with it triviality. We also note that SDYM is an integrable theory without a trivial Smatrix and so has somehow avoided the Coleman-Mandula theorem [14] . There are two obvious escape routes; the theorem assumes Lorentz invariance and that there is non-trivial scattering for most incoming momenta. The N=2 string evades on both these counts. Attempting to re-instate Lorentz invariance is difficult because of the scarcity of candidate Lorentz invariant momentum dependent on-shell three point functions.
Generalisation to curved space
The previous considerations for SDYM were for a flat background space-time.
In this section we do the same things but starting with an background metric g µμ which satisfies the "Kähler" conditions
We assume that it is possible to go to the gauge Aμ = 0 then g µμ F µμ = 0 becomes
which is solved by
where we have used ∂μ(gg µμ ) = 0 and the 1/ √ −g is inserted so that Φ transforms as a scalar (rather than scalar density).
The remaining condition F yz = 0 then gives
In order to be able to derive this from an action we impose conditions on the background metric. In particular we take ∂ α g = 0. This is a reasonable condition to take because it makes the Riemann curvature tensor of the background self-dual and explained in ref. [1] it gives rise to the Plebanski equation and cubic action discussed earlier. When g = det(g µμ ) is constant then (30) follows from the action
which reduces to (19) in flat space.
Of course the above construction heavily uses the fact that our space-time is topologically trivial and requires more care in non-trivial topologies.
Conclusions
We have shown how to describe SDYM by means of a cubic action, and that the resulting action gives scattering amplitudes with similar properties to the N=2 string. It would certainly be interesting to explore the quantum theory of this action further, despite the fact that naive power counting suggests it is nonrenormalizable.
Finally we remark that the action for SDG of Giveon and Shapere [15] has similarities to (31) and it would certainly be interesting to couple them together.
Presumably this would correspond to unravelling the geometry of the heterotic N = 2 string discussed in ref. [1] .
